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Ronald Noble, 

You work very hard, but there's something wrong with you...!

1. You build  'passed stations'
2. You don't care for the people in the runaway trains

Passed stations
You open bureaucracies against corruption and fraud with ID-papers.
You travel around the world 'to investigate on causes of bomb attacks or other disasters'.. and ex-
changes info related to these tasks.

Whatfor?
● Nothing proves that you want to accept my evidence on 'crimes against humanity conducted by 

ICC-employees'. Do you believe that they suddenly stop their low-intelligent criminal way of 
working? 

● Nothing proves that you want to stop the building of genocide in NL, while you know 
'that when NL is free to practice genocide in NL, Afghanistan ..enz... the whole world is free to 
copy this behavior'.

● You didn't stop the appoinment of the new major Aboutaled in Rotterdam, while you have the 
power to do so. You have the power 'to stop the Balkenende-parliament any minute you want'.
The King of Marocco reads my websites, but this doesn't imply that he is strong enough to stop 
racism & genocide in NL & Rotterdam.  And Vladimir Putin has fallen asleep.

People in runaway trains
I am in a runaway train. 
There's nobody who helps me stop it.   Lawyer Geert Jan Knoops has put his reputation on stake - he's 
an older man anyway - and decides to write new books on our NL-legal system. The media fails to inform 
the 'simple people'.  He can't take up my file and bring it to the Dutch Supreme court afterall, because 
ICC is corrupt. ICC has to judge on it.    So, he reads my websites frequently, waiting for you - and 
others - to rescue me. 
 
You are in a position to educate the people on the use of NLFs on the Highspeed frequency, but you 
rather build bureaucracies 'that make dicators in charge stronger'. 

I am really angry with you!
You are Greek, speak the Greece-language. 
You can educate your own people within 2 weeks 'on how to protect themselves against their corrupt 
government by going to ICC'. And you don't. 
You could  have taken away a part of the megalomanie of Israel, by making clear 'that they have to build 
NLFs against war-criminals or that they have to bring Hamas to ICC'.

Are you waiting for war in NL? The Belgium supreme court stopped the corrupt BE-parliament. 
NL is free to be a 100% dictatorship. We will have war. And you  give ICC the freedom to cover up for 
the making of this war.  

I can never trust you again. Never.
You are supposed to work like a Police-officer, not a corrupt NL-politician. 

 
Have a good inspiring day in the Galaxy... 
And I need your official respons on my file, to put the mind of terrorists at ease... 
Desiree Stokkel.
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